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Explains prayer with wisdom and humor, to inspire and encourage prayer.
An Appeal To Heaven: What Would Happen If We Did It Again In recent
days, you may have seen someone with a white flag displaying an
evergreen tree beneath the phrase, "An Appeal to Heaven." This banner
has made its way into countless homes, prayer rooms, and even
government buildings. The Appeal to Heaven flag holds great significance
as it relates to America's founding, God's eternal covenants, and our
present hope for this nation. In An Appeal To Heaven, Dutch Sheets takes
you on a journey of discovering the role you were designed to play in
America's history. This short book is packed with powerful insights that
will help you pray for America and leave you equipped to be part of her
restoration. You have a role to play in this story. Are you ready to take
your place?
Releasing the Prophetic Destiny of a Nation is the remarkable story of
how God called two very different men to come together for a common
cause: His desire to heal the United States of America. Endowed with Godgiven keys for reconciliation of the United States, Dutch Sheets and
Chuck Pierce traveled the 50 states rallying apostles, prophets,
intercessors and entire churches to break the grip of demonic
strongholds. Their efforts to purge the land of territorial and generational
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sin began an open season of warfare against the principalities and powers
entrenched in every state. Are you ready to join the fight to free your state
and your country? Are you ready for God to release the prophetic destiny
of your nation?
A practical, effective strategy for incorporating prayer into everyday life
As the founder of the International House of Prayer, Mike Bickle has
devoted his life to understanding and practicing the principles and power
of prayer. In Growing in Prayer he combines his biblical study with his
extensive experience on the topic to give you the tools you need to develop
a stronger prayer life through a passionate commitment to your
relationship with God. Start today! God is waiting to hear from you. He
doesn’t just love you, He really likes you and enjoys listening to you when
you pray even in your weaknesses. You can be confident that your prayers
are valuable to God and will make a difference in your world.
Discovering How Your Future Can Be Greater Than Your Past
The Beginner's Guide to Intercession
Praying for the Impossible
Going Dutch in the Modern Age
Insights on the True Self from Thomas Merton and Other Saints
Praying with Power and Purpose
Bestselling Author Inspires Prayer for the Impossible Called
foundational, revolutionary, illuminating, and motivating,
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Intercessory Prayer continues to be a classic work after more than 20
years. This rich, biblical teaching is full of fresh insights showing
how vital our prayers are and how God has always planned to work in
partnership with us through prayer. As Dutch explains the nuts and
bolts of prayer with wisdom, gentleness, and humor, readers will find
inspiration and courage to pray for the impossible--and the
persistence to see prayers to completion. A workbook and 8-session DVD
are also available, making this book ideal for small groups, church
classes, or individuals who want to go deeper on their own.
What's the Secret of Prayer? Prayer. We all know it should be a bigger
part of our life. But few feel they have mastered prayer (if that is
possible) and all of us feel we could benefit from clear, practical
guidance about how to pray with more power, more passion--and just to
pray more! To help everyone from beginner to seasoned intercessor,
Becoming a Prayer Warrior provides a complete guide to the essentials
of powerful prayer. From the basics to inspiring stories of worldchanging prayer, Elizabeth Alves guides you in a fresh look at the
incredible mystery of prayer and the benefits that prayer can bring.
Move beyond the idea of prayer as a ritual or duty and learn how to
truly communicate with God and experience His power and joy as never
before.
This exploration of intercession--taking the place of another in
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prayer--includes compelling, inspiring stories about successful
intercessors and prayer warriors, offers in-depth scriptural support
for, and biblical examples of, intercession, and encourages readers to
spend time with God so they can think more like Him and shape their
prayers accordingly.
What is intercessory prayer? How can I become an intercessor? When you
don't know where to begin, start with the basics! In The Beginner's
Guide to Intercessory Prayer, readers will learn to find their
motivation for prayer in the power of love, by first and foremost
experiencing a lasting relationship with God as Father and friend. As
Dutch Sheets lays the foundation for one's motivation to pray, he
teaches that the simplicity and purity of devotion - our relationship
with Christ - doesn't need to be complex. Find the complexity of
prayer reduced through Did You Understand questions at the end of each
chapter to test your understanding. Upon completion you will have
learned the 13 P's of intercession, ranging from Priority to Pleasure
and from Plan to Pain. Make intercessory prayer a part of your life by
learning to pray effectively, by learning to pray alone and in groups
and by persisting in prayer.
Embracing the Power of Your Identity in Christ
Second in Command
Colossians and Philemon
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The Essential Guide to Prayer
The Secrets of Intercessory Prayer
How to Pray for Lost Loved Ones (The Life Points Series)
Bestselling author Dutch Sheets takes a fresh look at a very specific
kind of prayer that concerns nearly every Christian. How to pray for
the salvation of our friends and families. Sheets begins by examining
several strategic biblical principles for effectively interceding for
the unsaved. He also looks at the various schemes used by Satan to
prevent our loved ones from recognizing the truth of the Word of God.
He shows how the enemy's schemes can be defeated and how we, as
believers, can open windows of opportunity for the lost to be able to
truly hear and receive the good news of Jesus Christ.
Andrew Wommack uncovers the traditions and misconceptions in prayer
that often bring more suffering than good! In finding out how Jesus
taught us to pray, we can bring joy back into our relationship with
God. Many people, who truly love God with all of their heart, find it
difficult to pray as they have been taught. And their once-vibrant
relationship with the Lord had become stifled, mechanical, and
lifeless. What they don't understand is that prayer is an opportunity
to have communion with God-fellowship with the Father. Of course it
includes requests because we need help from our Father every day, but
it also includes a connection and friendship with God. Readers may
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find it amazing that God would talk with them just as a friend, but
His greatest desire is for His children to know Him in much the same,
intimate way as He knows them. After 30 years of ministry, Andrew
Wommack has discovered some important things about prayer including
what prayer is and what it is not. Readers will uncover the
traditions and misconceptions in prayer and discover true and
meaningful communion with God through Jesus' example of prayer. More
importantly, they'll come to know a new, profound joy and fulfillment
in their relationship with God, receiving the answers they need. The
subject of prayer has been touched on many times through classic and
current authors, but Andrew Wommack brings a fresh approach to prayer
by defuncting the common traditions that make prayer laborious and
lifeless. In much the same style as Tommy Tenny's The God Chasers and
Jim Cymbala's Fresh Wind, Fresh Fire, readers will be thrilled to
find a God who desires to talk with them anytime, whenever they are
open and willing.Readers will learn to develop vibrant, open
communication with the Father all throughout their day.
Through thought-provoking questions and practical application, this
study guide, when used with Intercessory Prayer, will help you become
a bolder, more effective, and steadfast intercessor. You'll be
inspired--and prepared--to pray for the impossible.
A glorious spiritual awakening is on the horizon, sparked by the
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combustible mix of worship and prayer. Dick Eastman calls this
combination "intercessory worship," and in this one-of-a-kind
guidebook, he explains how worship-saturated prayer rises like a
fragrance before God's throne to declare His glory and reign over all
circumstances, relationships and governments. He shows readers how to
engage in life-transforming intercessory worship. He also reveals why
intercessory worship is the greatest last-days prayer movement in
history and invites believers to join the worldwide Body of Christ in
fanning the flames of revival through biblical worship and scriptural
prayer. The world will be transformed as the presence and power of
the Spirit pour forth from the heart of God.
Keeping the Enemy Out While Protecting Your Family, Home and
Community
A Journey to Intimate Friendship With God
The Power of Hope
Intercessory Prayer Study Guide
A Call to Prayer
Let God Renew Your Mind, Heal Your Heart, and Restore Your Dreams

A Call to Prayer is one manual on prayer, its importance and necessity in the Christian
life. A book that will bring growth and knowledge about prayer and invite him to live with
greater intimacy with God. Written by J.C. Ryle, important preacher Christian.
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Experience God's Presence in a Whole New Way There's just something about people
who are close to God. Through the ups and downs of life, they remain secure, hopeful.
If you want a more rewarding spiritual life, if you want the pleasure of knowing your
Creator's heart, this soul-lifting book is for you. Learn from Dutch Sheets as he shares
his life lessons for cultivating an intimate relationship with God. Each of the thirty short
chapters reveals a simple practice or biblical mindset that will help draw you away from
the noise of life and into the Lord's peaceful presence. With profound insights from the
Bible and stories you won't soon forget, The Pleasure of His Company is like a spiritual
mentor, showing you simple ways to enjoy God more. This powerful book can also be
enjoyed as a daily devotional.
Life-Changing Teaching on Prayer from One of the Topic's Leading Authors Based on
years of ministry and experience, international prayer leader and bestselling author
Dutch Sheets presents a real-world, hands-on foundation for prayer. With wisdom and
practical insight, he helps you develop the core of an effective prayer life: a stronger,
lasting relationship with God as Father and friend. He also shows you how to: · make
prayer a vital part of your life · pray alone and in groups · persist in prayer until you see
God's answers · become a powerful intercessor for those you love · and more! He even
includes questions at the end of each chapter to help you immediately implement what
you're learning. "This book is really for all prayer warriors, whether just beginning or
advanced."--Cindy Jacobs
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Boldly change your life and those you influence by developing an ear to not only hear,
but to also listen to God's heart. God released grace upon Anna to fast and pray unto
the revelation of Jesus to the earth the first time. God is releasing a similar grace upon
a whole generation of women who will operate in a similar anointing as Anna's unto the
revelation of Jesus to the earth in His second coming. This book will be the catalyst for
a prayer movement spreading all over the earth to usher in the greatest revival the
planet has ever seen.
An Appeal to Heaven
A Training Manual for Militant Intercession
Intercessory Prayer
Two Classics in One Volume
Become a Woman of Boldness, Power and Strength
Watchman Prayer

In eight 30-minute teaching sessions, Dutch Sheets explains the nuts and bolts of prayer,
revealing the vital role our prayers play in God's plan. With foundational biblical teaching
and practical tools, he equips all believers to become bolder, more effective intercessors.
The perfect resource for small groups and church classes.
Must-Have Resource on Effective Prayer from Bestselling Author Jack Hayford Internationally
respected pastor and bestselling author Jack Hayford gives believers the keys to unlocking
the secrets of effective intercessory prayer, including how to pray with rightful authority,
perseverance, and confidence. He provides encouragement, powerful testimonies, keen
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biblical guidance, and insight to help readers pray more effectively for God's grace,
goodness, and power in the lives of those they love. Topics covered include • answering
God's divine invitation to partnership • applying the basic promises of God to prayer •
launching a counterattack against the enemy • advancing toward ultimate victory in others'
lives • and more Regardless of the situation, here is what believers need to press on in
intercession and see God's answers come. Foreword by Darlene Zschech.
How God Can Use Your Prayers to Move Heaven and Earth Bestselling author, Dutch Sheets,
unwraps the mystery of intercessory prayer, revealing our role as God's partners in His
work. If God is all - powerful, why does He need us to pray? Have you ever wondered if your
prayers really count? Or why you never seem to get any answers? If so, then Int...
The Knowing the Bible series is a resource designed to help Bible readers better understand
and apply God’s Word. These 12-week study lead participants through books of the Bible
and are made up of four basic components: (1) Reflection questions help readers engage
the text at a deeper level; (2) “Gospel Glimpses” highlight the gospel of grace throughout
the book; (3) “Whole-Bible Connections” show how any given passage connects to the
Bible’s overarching story of redemption, culminating in Christ; and (4) “Theological
Soundings” identify how historic orthodox doctrines are taught or reinforced throughout
Scripture. With contributions from an array of influential pastors and church leaders, these
gospel-centered studies will help Christians see and cherish the message of God’s grace on
each and every page of the Bible. The books of Colossians and Philemon complement each
other as two New Testament texts that gloriously display the gospel and its implications for
how God’s people should live today. Written around the same time, both letters resonate
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with the apostle Paul’s overriding passion to magnify Jesus Christ as the supreme
manifestation of God’s redemptive purposes.
Three Bestsellers in One Volume
How to Pray Effectively
Authority in Prayer
The Beginner's Guide to Intercessory Prayer
Combining Worship and Prayer to Touch the Heart of God
Thoughts on Our Training for the Ministry of Intercession
In this youth edition of his bestselling book Intercessory Prayer, Dutch Sheets speaks
to the curious minds of young people, addressing their tough questions and offering
practical advice. With relatable stories, proven prayer strategies, and study questions,
this is a great gift for young believers.
Be on alert! The enemy has already crippled believers in every nation around the world,
and he continues to steal and destroy. But we have a part to play when Satan attacks. It
is up to us to take responsibility and be watchful of his schemes. And we must become
spiritually militant in order to counter his assaults. In this repackaged classic,
bestselling author Dutch Sheets issues a call for watchmen who, through strategic
prayer and the Holy Spirit's leading, pray a perimeter of protection around their loved
ones, their cities, and their churches--while at the same time unraveling the schemes of
the devil. God's call still goes out for watchmen. Can you hear it? Join your fellow
believers in fervent prayer!
Bestselling Author Helps Readers Recognize and Live Out God's Dream for Their Lives
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In his first new book in more than four years, Dutch Sheets paints a picture of God as a
dreamer and then skillfully demonstrates that God shared this nature with his children.
As believers increase in maturity and friendship with him, they find in God's dreams for
them their life purpose. Both spirit-lifting and practical, Sheets shows readers how to
fulfill their God-given calling. Whether looking for a new direction or needing assurance
they're on the path God intended, this book is for everyone who wants their life to count
and have meaning.
Let the River Flow The river is being released and will, in its fullness, result in the
greatest harvest the earth has ever known. It will be glorious! What started as a trickle,
God is turning into a mighty flood, bringing refreshment and vitality to all who immerse
themselves in His glorious love. If you have yet to experience this unprecedented
outpouring of the Holy Spirit, or don't know how to jump into the water, this book will
touch your heart and point you in the right direction. With powerful insight into the
theme of water that runs through the Bible, pastor Dutch Sheets shows what a
person--and a church--can do to experience the rising current of renewal and revival.
Discovering God's Purpose for Your Life
God's Timing for Your Life
If Your Prayer Life is Not Working, Consider Changing Directions
The Pleasure of His Company
How to Pray with Power and Effectiveness
A Better Way to Pray
Beginning with your private world--your thoughts, body, actions, and ultimately your
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God-ordained destiny--you can take charge. Authority is yours for the taking. Then,
because God established and so honors the principle of authority, He will back you as
you walk in the government He has delegated to you concerning your extended
world--your home, family, business, and possessions. Finally, God's plan is for you to
partner with Him on the earth in broader realms of influence and authority--your
universal world. Jesus, the sovereign King over the earth, wants to rule institutions,
cultures, societies, and governments through you and your prayers. Authority in Prayer
will show you how to take hold of God's promises and pray with the authority He wants
you to have. God needs you. Are you ready to use your God-given authority to further
His kingdom?
In book one of this volume, Intercessory Prayer, explains the nuts and bolts of prayer
with wisdom, gentleness and humor. This book not only shows you just how vital your
prayers are, but inspires you and gives you courage to pray for the “impossible”. In
book two, How to Pray for Lost Loved Ones, teaches you how to pray for the salvation
of your friends and family. This book examines biblical principles for interceding for
the unsaved and, in the process, removes your fears and gives you tangible tools you
can use to take back the lost. In book three, Watchman Prayer, teaches you all about
the watchman’s vital role and how, with the help of the Holy Spirit, your strategic
prayers can draw a perimeter of protection around your loved ones.
In this two-in-one volume, you'll find two definitive books on prayer from pastor and
author Dutch Sheets. Called foundational, revolutionary, illuminating, and motivating,
Intercessory Prayer is a classic work, still fresh and inspiring after more than 20 years.
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This rich, biblical teaching shows how vital our prayers are and how God works in
partnership with us through prayer. As Dutch Sheets explains the nuts and bolts of
prayer with wisdom, gentleness, and humor, you will find inspiration and courage to
pray for the impossible--and the persistence to see your prayers to completion.
Includes questions for reflection and discussion leader's guide. Authority in Prayer will
show you how to take hold of God's promises and pray with the authority he wants you
to have. You can reign in life and be the overcomer God intends you to be, taking
charge of your personal world and changing the world around you. Don't allow sin,
Satan, or the circumstances of life to weigh you down.
Abraham Kuyper is known as the energetic Dutch Protestant social activist and public
theologian of the 1898 Princeton Stone Lectures, the Lectures on Calvinism. In fact, the
church was the point from which Kuyper's concerns for society and public theology
radiated. In his own words, ''The problem of the church is none other than the problem
of Christianity itself.'' The loss of state support for the church, religious pluralism,
rising nationalism, and the populist religious revivals sweeping Europe in the
nineteenth century all eroded the church's traditional supports. Dutch Protestantism
faced the unprecedented prospect of ''going Dutch''; from now on it would have to pay
its own way. John Wood examines how Abraham Kuyper adapted the Dutch church to
its modern social context through a new account of the nature of the church and its
social position. The central concern of Kuyper's ecclesiology was to re-conceive the
relationship between the inner aspects of the church—the faith and commitment of the
members—and the external forms of the church, such as doctrinal confessions,
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sacraments, and the relationship of the church to the Dutch people and state. Kuyper's
solution was to make the church less dependent on public entities such as nation and
state and more dependent on private support, especially the good will of its members.
This ecclesiology de-legitimated the national church and helped Kuyper justify his
break with the church, but it had wider effects as well. It precipitated a change in his
theology of baptism from a view of the instrumental efficacy of the sacrament to his
later doctrine of presumptive regeneration wherein the external sacrament followed,
rather than preceded and prepared for, the intenral work grace. This new ecclesiology
also gave rise to his well-known public theology; once he achieved the private church
he wanted, as the Netherlands' foremost public figure, he had to figure out how to
make Christianity public again.
Releasing The Prophetic Destiny Of A Nation
Ultimate Guide to Prayer
What Would Happen If We Did It Again
Becoming a Next Generation Leader of Excellence
A 12-Week Study
How Prayer Really Works
"Whether you derive your paycheck from a local church or from the
profit of a business, one thing is clear: Leaders are in high demand,
and leaders with godly character and excellence are an even rarer
find." ---Dutch Sheets and Chris Jackson Leaders like you are in high
demand. The success of the CEO or senior pastor depends on people just
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like you. Churches and businesses are looking for people just like
you. You are a person of integrity. Your life is an example to all
around you. Your relationship with God has given you strength,
patience, and trustworthiness. You are satisfied where God has placed
you and you work with all your heart at the task He has placed in your
care. Second in Command is written to strengthen those in the position
of "right-hand man." For some, being "number two" is a training ground
for an eventual promotion into top leadership, but for others it is a
calling. Whether you pastor a church or are a "marketplace minister,"
Second in Command teaches you how to become a next-generation leader
of excellence. This book is the best encouragement you can get to give
you the confidence and faith to function up to your fullest potential
where God has placed you, trusting the future to Him who calls and
anoints and sends into new arenas of service.
By meditating on personal examples from the author's life, as well as
reflecting on the inspirational life and writings of Thomas Merton,
stories from the Gospels, as well as the lives of other holy men and
women (among them, Henri Nouwen, Therese of Lisieux and Pope John
XXIII) the reader will see how becoming who you are, and becoming the
person that God created, is a simple path to happiness, peace of mind
and even sanctity.
In this message of hope, the author of Intercessory Prayer provides
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biblically based answers to the question, Why do bad things happen to
good people?
In this powerful book that Dutch Sheets calls his life message,
readers are given truths about who they are in Christ and how to
become the person God made them to be. More than a book about identity
in Christ, it is an action plan to help believers conquer the lies
that keep them defeated and walk into a newfound freedom. Originally
titled Roll Away Your Stone, it provides sound biblical teaching that
shows believers how to walk in the Spirit.
The River of God
With Christ in the School of Prayer
The Anna Anointing
Unleashing God's Power in the Lives of Those You Love
A Real-Life Guide to Talking with God
Becoming a Prayer Warrior
Drawing on scriptural teaching, heart-to-heart storytelling and inspiring quotes,
Dutch Sheets shows what God wants to reveal to us during difficult times.
Best selling author Dutch Sheets will inspire and encourage readers with this
clear, revelatory study of God's appointed times and seasons. Going beyond the
basic definitions of kairos and chronos, Dutch brings fresh insight to the subject,
examining Scripture to show how kairos (strategic) times and chronos (general)
times are not two separate and unrelated seasons in our lives but rather, are often
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simply different phases of the same process. Dutch looks at how God brought
about His divine shift in the lives of men and women throughout the Bible, and
the many ways in which God used these seasons of change to deepen His people's
understanding of Him.
WANTED: mothers, fathers, laypeople and leaders to serve as watchmen-sentinels
who stand watch on behalf of our families, our churches and our nation. After
reading Watchman Prayer, readers who accept this assignment will be equipped
to discern the direction of the Lord and the plans of the enemy. They will learn
how, with the Holy Spirit's leading, anyone can pray a perimeter of protection
around their loved ones, their city and the Church, and then unravel the schemes
of the devil with strategic prayer. Join with Dutch Sheets and a host of others to
take on this critical role and play a key part in the Church's ultimate victory.
Everyone must be on the alert! Read Watchman Prayer and learn everything you
need to know about this sacred calling, a calling God is sending out to all of His
people.
Learn to Make Prayer Simple and Effective What is intercessory prayer? How
does a person become an intercessor? When you don't know where to begin, start
with the basics! In The Beginner's Guide to Intercessory Prayer, you'll learn to
find your motivation for prayer in the power of love by first and foremost
experiencing a lasting relationship with God as Father and friend. As Dutch
Sheets lays the foundation for our motivation to pray, he teaches that our
relationship with Christ doesn't need to be complex--it can be a simple act of pure
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devotion. In The Beginner's Guide to Intercessory Prayer, you will learn the 13
"P's" of intercession, which include priority, pleasure, plan, and pain, and be
challenged to practice what you have learned through the "Did You Understand"
questions at the end of each chapter. Make intercessory prayer a part of your life
by learning to pray effectively, by learning to pray alone and in groups, and by
persisting in prayer.
Seeing the Seasons of Your Life Through God's Eyes
Unleashing the Power of Intercessory Prayer
Possessing the Gates of the Enemy
Finding Hope for Your Future
Dream
How God Can Use Your Prayers to Move Heaven and Earth

Intercessory prayer is not something you have to do. It’s something you are privileged to do.
Indeed, praying for others is a beautiful way of thinking, acting, and living like Christ. Yet many
people struggle with intercessory prayer because they lack a coherent understanding of what
prayer is and because they’re not well grounded in how to pray. This inspiring book walks you
through nine key steps to boosting your intercessory prayer’s power and efficacy. Each step is
paired with practical tips to help you implement the principle in your daily life, a patron saint to
provide direction and encouragement on your journey, and prompt questions to guide
meditations and journaling. Armed with these tools, you can revitalize your prayer life and
begin responding with confidence to those in need of your intercession. With this book’s help,
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your “Yes, I will pray for you!” will have new meaning and potency.
Landmark Text Now Revised and Updated for a New Generation Practical, personal, biblical,
and motivational, this bestselling book has been a go-to, definitive guide to intercessory prayer
for years. Fully revised and updated, with an in-depth study guide, the fourth edition of this
classic text offers new and vital insights on prayer and spiritual warfare. With compassion,
strategic thinking, encouragement, and time-tested advice, international prayer leader Cindy
Jacobs equips you to be an effective prayer warrior, covering essential topics and answering
questions such as: · What is the purpose of intercession? · How do you know someone needs
your prayers? · How do you pray? · Do your prayers really battle the enemy and thwart his
plans? · What are the "gates" of the enemy? · And more! Whether you are a beginner or an
expert intercessor, this training manual has everything you need to pray effectively--and possess
the gates of the enemy.
Protecting Your Family, Home and Community from the Enemy's Schemes
Becoming Who You Are
Intercessory Worship
Abraham Kuyper's Struggle for a Free Church in the Netherlands
Growing in Prayer
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